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Alpina
A semi-annual review of mountaineering in the greater ranges

Himalaya
In last year’s first issue (Winter/Spring 2016, 67 no. 1), Jeffery Parrette wrote
that in earthquake-ravaged Nepal, “very little of the roughly $4 billion
donated by various governments and organizations for rebuilding has been
put to use.” I wish matters had improved, but reports indicate otherwise. The
Bangkok Post reported on April 22, 2016: “The country has made almost no
progress in rebuilding hundreds of thousands of homes, schools and government buildings. . . . Millions of villagers were forced to winter in flimsy popup tents and corrugated tin shacks.”
An email from Shreedhar Lohani, a knowledgeable Nepali friend in
Kathmandu, confirms this gloomy description:
The earthquake rehabilitation process has inched ahead at a snail’s pace,
with political parties wrangling about who should disburse the money and
consequently the earthquake victims are facing the second monsoon inside
leaking tents and fragile shelters. It’s a shame that even when funds are there
and there are pledges for more, the suffering of the unfortunate has continued
unabated for more than a year. [Nongovernment agencies] have not done any
better—more interested in taking photographs and competing to prove to
the world what wonderful work they’re doing, while in reality they’re doing
nothing much. Hopefully, the situation will take a turn for the better, but so
far it all looks bleak.

That was written on June 20, 2016. Tourism, a major source of foreign
exchange, has been badly affected. An August New York Times editorial concludes, “While Nepal’s political leaders are embroiled in interminable fights,
the country’s needs are going unaddressed.” One only hopes that the picture
is brighter now.
After two years virtually without ascents because of avalanches and
earthquakes, climbers have returned in great numbers to Everest (8,850 m).
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Those reaching the summit numbered 456 this past spring—209 on May 19
alone! Norbu Tenzing, son of first-ascender Tenzing Norgay says:
I think [my father] would be quite horrified with the way things have turned
out. Since the time he was climbing, there’s been a complete change, a shift in
the way people climb Everest and what motivates them.
The sense of people going on an adventure, working together, doing
something nobody’s done before, with a sense of comradeship and working
together—that spirit doesn’t exist now.
	It’s just a total service industry, where you’re fulfilling the egos of Western
climbers and people from South Asia who want to test the limits of how close
they can get to death, at great expense of the Sherpas. I don’t think my father
would want to be alive to see the circus that Everest has turned into.

Today hundreds of clients hope, even expect, to get to the top. Because they
pay well, and Sherpas and the Nepal government need the money, there are
scant prospects of major change.

Climbing the World’s Fourteen 8,000ers
All of the world’s 8,000-m peaks had been climbed by 1964. Then came the
challenge of making the ascents in the sharply defined (and extremely cold)
winter season. By January 1, 2016, twelve had seen winter ascents by various
parties. Everest was the first, in 1980. Until recently, two had yet to be climbed
in winter. On February 26, 2016, that list narrowed to one. Simone Moro of
Italy, Alex Txikon of Spain, and Ali Sadpara of Pakistan reached the summit
of Nanga Parbat (8,125 m) at 3:37 p.m. that Friday via the Kinshofer route.
This followed at least 27 failed attempts since 1988. Nanga Parbat is one of the
most complex and challenging of the 8,000-m peaks—at any time of year.
That leaves only K2 (8,611 m), probably the hardest. Climbers have
unsuccessfully attempted it in winter only a handful of times. Look for
intensive efforts in the winter of 2017. And after that, who will be the first to
make all fourteen? Simone Moro, of the Nanga Parbat party, is ahead with
four (Shishapangma, Makalu, and Gasherbrum II before Nanga Parbat), but
he has said he won’t try K2. In the future, somebody will climb all fourteen in
a calendar year. And (much) further into the future, someone will somehow
do them all in winter.
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Based on statistics through 2014, of the 8,000-m peaks, by far the most
ascents—more than 7,000—have been of Everest. Far behind in second place
is Cho Oyu (8,201 m) with fewer than 3,500. It has a relatively easy route,
which gives it wide appeal. But it is still a very high mountain, where more
than 40 have died. The remaining twelve peaks have seen many fewer ascents.
The least climbed is Annapurna (8,091 m), which was climbed on the first try
by Maurice Herzog’s famous French group in 1950. Annapurna also has the
highest fatality rate: for every three climbers who have reached the top, nearly
one has died. It is a dangerous mountain, even by high Himalayan standards.

Yosemite Valley, California
The first free ascent of the extremely difficult Dawn Wall on El Capitan
generated enormous publicity. It provided the lead article for the 2015 American Alpine Journal and even made the front pages of the New York Times.
The climbing history of El Capitan, the most formidable wall in Yosemite,
begins with its siege ascent in 1958. (This too made the newspapers, although
not to the delight of all readers. One wrote: “Get those clowns off the front
page. They annoy my cereal.”)
This immense wall, once thought unclimbable, now has more than 70
routes and variations, all of them hard. El Cap has been climbed free, solo,
and very fast—in under three hours. But nobody had free-climbed the Dawn
Wall until Tommy Caldwell and Keith Jorgeson came along in December
2014. Caldwell, one of the world’s top climbers, had been working on the
project for seven years. Nineteen days later, he and Jorgeson had completed
what may be the hardest free climb anywhere.
It was a great achievement but far from a wilderness experience.
Photographers accompanied the climbers all the time, and they could send
text messages whenever they chose. Their epic struggle was hard but not
always uncomfortable: “To pass the time, Tommy and I pile into a portaledge
with videographer Brett Lowell, sip bourbon, eat chocolate, and watch
The Wolf of Wall Street.”
Quite a different kind of Yosemite climbing is practiced by Alex Honnold,
who goes not only solo but entirely unroped. (A “roped solo” lets the climber
protect him- or herself, but it is a tedious process. The only way to protect
yourself unroped is not to fall.)
There is an iconic photograph of him, in an advertisement for Ball watches,
tethered to nothing, standing face-out on Half Dome’s famous “Thank God
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Ledge,” 200 feet from the top of this sheer wall. (He does admit that walking
across the ledge was “surprisingly scary.”) Perhaps his most sensational feat
was the triple: the south face of Mt Watkins, followed by El Capitan (by the
Nose route), and concluding with the face of Half Dome. Time for all three:
just under nineteen hours. He had no rope.
Solo climbing, with a rope or without, is hardly new, but Honnold’s
amazing achievements elicit questions. Some of these he addresses in his
recent book, Alone on the Wall (Norton, 2016; reviewed in this issue). As he
asserts, he is not fearless, and he generally rehearses his routes on a rope before
embarking on solos, as he did on the triple. He admits that his methods are
dangerous. A moment’s inattention, a rock falling from above or a broken hold
and it’s all over. I have to hope that Honnold does not have many imitators.

Patagonia
Since the ascent of its highest summit, Fitz Roy (11,171 ft), in 1952, this wild
region near the tip of South America has been a magnet for climbers worldwide. They must contend with notoriously savage weather. Climbers sometimes wait weeks for a few clear days, and the wind can knock them over, even
at base camp. Nevertheless, mountaineers have managed to reach all of the
main summits and, as elsewhere, innovation has included winter ascents and
linkups of adjacent peaks. Tommy Caldwell and Alex Honnold paired up for
one of these, in February 2014. In three days, they traversed seven sharp, difficult peaks, starting with Guillaumet and concluding on Aguja de l’S. In the
middle was Fitz Roy itself. They did use ropes.
The Torre Traverse was dreamed up by several Italian climbers, including
Ermanno Salvaterra, a giant in Patagonian climbing who tried it several times
in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In 2005, Thomas Huber of Germany and
Andi Schnarf of Switzerland traversed from Cerro Standhardt (ca. 8,858 ft)
to Torre Egger (8,809 ft), unlocking part of the puzzle, and later that year,
Rolando Garibotti of Argentina and the Italians Salvaterra and Alessandro
Beltrami placed the final piece by climbing El Arca de los Vientos, a new
route up the north face of Cerro Torre (10,177 ft).
Last season, Honnold and Colin Haley attempted and nearly completed
the one-day Torre Traverse, climbing all the way to a stance two pitches below
the top of Cerro Torre in just 22 hours. A terrible storm forced them to a halt
and eventually into a painful retreat down the west face of Cerro Torre and
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across the ice cap. By the time they made it back to town they had been going
53 hours straight with no stove or bivy gear.
In January 2015, Haley and the Canadian Marc-André Leclerc completed
the reverse traverse of the Torre group, climbing the west face of Cerro Torre,
rappelling the huge north face, and then continuing over the other three
towers from south to north. Like the original Torre Traverse, this route, which
they named La Travesía del Osa Buda, took about four days.
In January 2016, Haley and Honnold completed the Torre Traverse—the
north-to-south traverse of Cerro Standhardt, Punta Herron, Torre Egger, and
Cerro Torre—in an astonishing 20 hours, 40 minutes. The first and only
other complete Torre Traverse was in 2008, when Haley and Garibotti did
it over four days. The Haley-Honnold traverse was timed from the col just
north of Cerro Standhardt to the summit of Cerro Torre. From there, they
rappelled the southeast ridge (the old Compressor Route) to return to the
glacier. Adding in the approach and descent, their camp-to-camp time was
about 32 hours.
Haley had an amazing season, which included solos of Punta Herron
(ca. 9,022 ft) and of Torre Egger, probably the most difficult peak in Patagonia.

In Memoriam
With the death of Nick Clinch at age 85, American mountaineering has lost
one of its foremost expedition leaders. He is best known for the 1958 ascent
of Gasherbrum I (Hidden Peak, 8,068 m), the only 8,000-m peak to be first
climbed by Americans. He also led successful trips to Masherbrum in the
Karakoram and Mount Vinson in the Antarctic, among many others. He was
a key figure in the American Alpine Club, of which he was president from
1968 through 1970.
Clinch lived to old age. Many mountaineers die young. In October 2015,
Gerhard Fiegl and two fellow Austrians made a hard new route on Nilgiri
South (6,839 m), a peak in the Annapurna region of Nepal that had been
climbed only once before, in 1978. As often, the descent was more hazardous
than the climb up. Fiegl, suffering from effects of altitude, fell some 2,700 feet
to his death. He was 27.
Less than a month later on Tawoche, also in Nepal, the American Justin
Griffin, 35, fell while descending a difficult route. Like Fiegl, he had been
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on relatively easy ground. He left a wife and a year-old daughter. He was in
Nepal to help finish the construction of the Khumbu Climbing Center, a
school for local Sherpa guides who assist mountaineers in the Himalaya.
An epilogue to another Himalayan fatality: In 2016, two bodies were
discovered on the slopes of Shishapangma; they had fallen in an avalanche
in 1999. One was that of Alex Lowe, a great American mountaineer whose
loss was much mourned. The other body found was that of David Bridges.
The avalanche barely missed Conrad Anker.
Anker went on to more high-altitude ventures. In 2007 on Everest, he
made the first-known free ascent of the notorious Second Step, which likely
defeated the heroic effort of George Mallory and Andrew Irvine nearly a
hundred years ago.

Canada and Alaska
Much exciting climbing took place in the Canadian Rockies and Alaska,
including two exacting solos: Marc-André Leclerc on Mt Robson’s Emperor
Face and Colin Haley’s on Mt Foraker’s Infinite Spur. Details next issue.

Climbing Gyms and Beyond
Ashima Shiraishi appeared four years ago in an article in the New York Times,
“Tiny Hand Over Hand” (by Julie Bosman). Last winter, The New Yorker
devoted six pages to her. Ashima is one of the strongest boulderers—male
or female—in the world and has completed a number of longer routes. She
started as a child clambering on the rocks in New York’s Central Park. Anyone
who has seen her in action must be amazed to find her calmly hanging by one
hand or a finger or two while she contemplates her next astonishing move.
Videos of her in action are easily found by searching YouTube.
Ashima has been climbing for a very long time. She is now 15 years old.
—Steven Jervis, with help from Michael Wejchert and Jeffery Parrette
Sources: Guardian, Nepal News, blogs, New York Times
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Changing of the Guard
Jeffery Parrette has resigned as Alpina editor after 29 years’ service in the
position. That is a long time but not a record. The longest serving (although
not always with that title) was Kenneth A. Henderson, with a total of 33 years.
Parrette’s immediate predecessor, John A. Woodworth, is third with 18 years
(from 1969 through the Summer 1987 issue, 46 no. 3).
Woodworth’s article, “Genesis Alpinae,” in June 1976 (41 no. 1), notes
that the Appalachian Mountain Club’s Publishing Committee voted to
print reports of high-altitude accomplishments in 1905, when Appalachia
was named the official organ of the newly organized American Alpine Club.
Alpina, often written by members of the AAC, debuted in 1906 and continued

Jeffery Parrette, right, describes the distant peaks of Pumori, Lingtren, Khumbutse, Lho
La, and the north peak of Everest, to his wife, Beverly, near the junction of the West
Changri Glacier with the Khumbu Glacier on November 24, 1972. They stood about 6.3
horizontal map miles from the summit of Mount Everest and about 2.4 miles lower in
altitude. FRANK MATHER
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to serve as the AAC’s official records until 1926. Appalachia had a hiatus for
two years, during which time the AAC formed its own journal. But “Alpina”
continued because Appalachia Editor Robert Underhill asked a friend, the
climber Kenneth Henderson, to write it. Henderson wrote the section from
1929 until he went off to serve in the U.S. Navy in 1942, then again from
1947 through 1967. Alpina editors or writers not already mentioned include
Duncan MacInnes, Bradford Washburn, Maynard Miller, Miriam Underhill,
William Putnam, Bradford Swan, and others.
Parrette differs from previous contributors to Alpina in that he is not a
climber as marked by membership in the American Alpine Club or other
mountaineering clubs that require a qualification. He calls himself a mountain
walker and accumulated a long list of walking tours over many years of
vacations and business trips to mountain areas, often accompanied by his
wife, Beverly, but sometimes alone. He took the most trips to the mountains
of Europe: the Alps of Switzerland, France, Italy, southern Germany, and
nearly every mountain town district in Austria (including lesser known
areas such as Styria and Carinthia), and Slovenia (visited when it was part of
Yugoslavia). In Norway, he completed a few minor climbs and several winter
ski tours, and in the Pyrenees, he walked on the French side of the border
with Spain.
Parrette’s walks in Asian mountains included two treks to Nepal and short
visits to mountains in South Korea and Taiwan. Significant exceptions to
his experience among the greater ranges are the mountains of the western
continental United States and Canada, Alaska, South America, Japan, Africa,
and New Zealand.
Jeffery and Beverly Parrette assembled a significant private library
of mountaineering books and journals of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. This library helped with historical and literary notes in “Alpina”
and with historical articles and his sometimes-critical book reviews elsewhere
in Appalachia.
Parrette’s day job for 40 years was in the nuclear field, primarily focused
on the design, analysis, safety, and licensing of reactors, beginning in 1953. He
thus holds the unusual distinction of honorary lifetime membership in both
the AMC and the American Nuclear Society. He describes both as awarded
more for longevity than for merit.
Following are reflections on working with Jeffery Parrette by one longtime
contributor and committee member, two former Appalachia editors, and the
current journal editor.
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Matched the Alpina Legacy
I think it was in the late 1970s when Jeff joined the Appalachia Committee,
on which I was an active member. As I recall, he was recruited to take over
Alpina by our mutual friend John Woodworth, the outgoing Alpina editor.
We all hoped Jeff could match John’s legacy, and he certainly has with many,
many years of excellent contributions. Jeff’s research was superb and, on those
occasions when he gave opinions, they were always impeccably well thought
out. Many thanks for a job well done! It is hard to imagine Appalachia
without Jeff, but bravo, my friend, for sustaining our journal’s connection to
the world’s highest places and those who explore them.
—Douglass Teschner
Master of Mountain Narratives (and the Commas That Separate Them)
Once a reader asked me to characterize the longtime Alpina columnist Jeff
Parrette. The direct quote was, I believe, “Who is this guy, and how does he
keep track of all these ranges?” I responded, “Wry, pointed, engaging, generous.” I had plenty of evidence. Some six years into my 1990s stint as editor
of Appalachia, I had received, read, and published twelve 5,000-plus word
Alpinas; I felt I knew something of the writer behind the fingerprint of that
column. An attentive reader may note that I left the verb “edit” out of the
previous sentence, and that reader may wonder if I was shirking my responsibility. I assure you that I was not.
When Alpina arrived—invariably on time—I settled in quickly to read it.
Here was a digest of mountain news from across the world. But those of you
who have edited another’s work also know that such haste to read is unusual.
More often an editor delays until she or he achieves the right mindset then,
girded, sits down. Jeff’s copy was rich with story and detail, its sentences
carefully wrought. I learned this after I tried to pull a few apart in search
of shorter expression. I shifted phrases, added, then subtracted punctuation,
broke out clauses, read each new construction aloud; then I usually returned
to Jeff’s original.
Jeff admired the mountains that populated his column, and he sometimes
admired the drive that took climbers up them, especially those who climbed,
learned, achieved, and celebrated in an understated fashion. Grandstanders, on the other hand (Trumps in the hills, I might call them now),
often earned the skewering of a single, arrowed comment at an episode’s
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end. If they had acted like or been fools, that was clear. In my chair, I
applauded quietly.
When we arrived at the proofing stage of each issue, I would prepare for
a phone call. Seated at the table, Alpina pages spread before me, I would go
over any questions or corrections the copyeditor had spotted. Then I’d dial
Jeff’s number. Commas were often the mark at the heart of our conversations.
Most people scatter commas like sprinkles on ice cream; Jeff places them with
great deliberation. And on those few occasions when I or the copyeditor had
shifted or deleted one, I knew to have a complete explanation of said change
in hand. On the rare occasion when I’d made such a change and Jeff had
ratified it, I felt accomplished. The comma, I learned, is a mark of caring.
And, though small, it often belongs between mountains.
Finally, I recall Jeff’s generosity of time and spirit. As noted, his columns
contained stories from every-mountain-where, and they added up to a lot
of effort and dedication. The ten years of columns I edited would sum to
a 100,000-word book rich with story and comment. But I recall also being
a new (and youngish) editor, equally full of enthusiasm and blunder, and
receiving quiet encouragement from Jeff. I knew that a word of praise or
approval from him was gemlike, and those I received, I kept.
—Sandy Stott
Gentleman and Scholar of High Places
Deep knowledge plus exhaustive research plus elegant prose plus a distinctive
voice: that is the Jeff Parrette equation. Nothing but plus signs.
Working with Jeff on his signature Alpina columns was a highlight of my
time as Appalachia’s editor from 2000 to 2006. Jeff took me and our readers
beyond our local haunts in the Whites to the adjacent terrain of Canada,
Alaska, the Alps, China, Tibet, Nepal, India, Pakistan—those high places that,
for many of us, were only real as ignited in our imaginations by Jeff’s expert
reportage, which he subtitled “A Semi-Annual Review of Mountaineering in
the Greater Ranges.”
Jeff didn’t limit his writing to reportage, however, and that’s what has
made Alpina so special over the years. He offered context for every climb
based on the history that he knew so well, and he ended each column with
an In Memoriam section that honored the great climbers who had stood on
Alpina’s peaks. His wry delivery, a hallmark of his writing, even sneaked into
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these beautifully crafted obituaries. Writing about Andreas (Anderl) Heckmair
(1906–2005), Jeff ended his tribute with the following note: “Heckmair,
after a long and adventurous mountaineering career died, apparently in bed,
at 98.”
I considered myself very lucky when Jeff graced the first issue of Appalachia
I edited—the June 2000 edition (53 no. 1)—with a feature story entitled,
“100 Years of Death in High Places: Viewed Through the Lens of TwentiethCentury Mountaineering Literature.” In a preface of sorts, Jeff began by
noting the pivotal year—1854—when the practice of climbing to dangerous
heights shifted from being a practical endeavor involving the demands of
trade, religion, war, or agriculture to being a recreational activity. That was
the year Alfred Wills and his guides climbed Wetterhorn Peak in what was
called “the first sporting climb.” In writing this article, Jeff was addressing the
still-debated question: “To what degree and with what justification may one
risk one’s life and the lives of others in the climbing of a mountain when the
motive is entirely or largely one’s pleasure?” Ending with a discussion of the
proliferation of commercial expeditions in the Himalaya, Jeff suggested: “For
those who climb the very highest mountains, mountaineering now is war, war
with no cause or object. Indeed, in the century just past, we have gone from
‘Unclouded Days’ to the ‘Theatre of the Absurd.’”
That last observation is typical of Jeff’s willingness to take a stand—and
his talent for doing it with style. By shaping his views with a dash of humor
here, a hint of erudition there, he has provided both pleasure and knowledge
to a great many readers over the years. Alpina will forever remain a source of
future research and thoughtful reflection on the art of mountaineering. It is a
great gift to Appalachia and a proud legacy indeed.
—Lucille Stott
Encyclopedic Knowledge and Heroic Patience
My time as editor of Appalachia has coincided with a widening of geographic
origins of the important volunteer committee that helps put out the journal. It has become impossible to gather the entire Appalachia Committee in
one place, so the meetings now are more like a moving coffee klatch; I drive
around to see various people one or three at a time, from southern Connecticut to northern New Hampshire. Jeffery Parrette was concluding his
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nineteenth year as Alpina editor in late 2005, when I came along. I met him at
meetings in Concord and Brookline, Massachusetts, and at a particularly fun,
if buggy, May meeting at my in-laws’ summerhouse in Marlborough, New
Hampshire. Meeting Jeff in person in my first few years established a working
relationship that we carried on by email. His were detailed and nuanced, full
of wry jokes and suggestions for improvement.
I feel pretty confident of my editing ability. But when it comes to the big
climbs, I’m an armchair mountaineer who relies on books and articles I’ve
read. The truth was, I needed Jeff to help me edit his work, something that
he never held over me.
I discovered in my zeal that different mountaineering sources used
different elevations for the big mountains. If I picked an unreliable source
and changed an elevation, Jeff caught me. Once he politely asked if I had
a “secret source” for elevations. He noted that his sources—the researchers
compiling the authoritative record each year—were more reliable than what
I’d found.
He told me a few times that he enjoyed seeing how I edited his drafts.
If I had written in vagaries or mistakes, he politely pointed them out while
also apologizing that his original might have seemed unclear. He never failed
to be civil, even in the shortest email. That approach is an example for all
humankind. “I hope all goes well with you and yours,” he started one such
note, adding, “Well, you certainly tightened up the draft. Unfortunately
some of the edits changed the meaning substantially from what I intended
to say.” He then worked his way through each contested phrase, respectfully
suggesting alternative improvements.
Jeff also taught me that any alternative spelling for a mountain peak I
might find, he’d already considered. From Jeff, I learned how many Anglicized
versions of high peak names there can be. He could always explain why he
wanted a particular spelling, as in this gentle request, also by email: “The
spelling of Machhapuchhare (the current Himalayan Database spelling) has
been the source of difficulty and wonder for writers in English since before
World War II. Somewhere in our process a new one has arisen. It won’t do,
because it does not have enough syllables. I have been there, and regardless of
spelling everyone speaks five syllables—the final e is sounded long. Replace
Machhapuchhre with Machhapuchhare wherever it occurs. I think six places.”
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On behalf of all the editors, AMC Books staffers, and others who have
worked with Jeff Parrette during the last 29 years, I thank him for his stellar,
consistent, and intelligent research, writing, and editing of the Alpina pages
and his articles on mountaineering history and Mount Everest.
—Christine Woodside
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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